Thank you for purchasing a Moose Mould!!
Your Moose Mould has been custom made, to your specifications. Please take the time to look it over and observe
the quality and workmanship that went into its creation! If upon receipt, you aren't completely satisfied, please
contact us and we will respond accordingly.
To ensure the best performance and longevity of your mould, proper care and use is recommended. You will notice a
thin coating of lubricant on your mould. Prior to first use, remove this coating with a degreaser or alcohol. Be sure to
dry your mould thoroughly! Then, apply a thin coating of MOOSE JUICE Mould Prep (a specifically formulated
graphite lubricant) to your mould, making sure to also lube all moving parts (pins, screws, etc.), to help prevent
galling. Always apply your MOOSE JUICE to a dry, oil-free, cold mould!
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When your casting is completed and the mould has cooled completely, clean your mould with degreaser or alcohol and
when completely dry, re-apply your MOOSE JUICE (to prevent rusting) and store. When ready to recast again,
follow the instructions to re-apply listed above.
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Following these care instructions will ensure your mould will last, and will keep our guarantee in effect.
The workmanship and quality of your mould is 100% guaranteed for one year from the date of purchase. Our
guarantee does not, however, include any misuse and/or abuse of your mould. If for any reason, your mould does not
perform the way it should, contact us for repair or replacement of your mould.
Our moulds are tested and designed to cast bullets using pure, soft lead melted at between 820-850 degrees to obtain
proper bullet dimensions. Difference in lead temperature and type may affect bullet diameter.
Finally - we'd love to hear your thoughts! Being a new company, we pride ourselves on customer satisfaction and
rely on your input for any comments regarding your Moose Mould. We'd appreciate your shooting us a quick email to
moosette@moosemoulds.com with any feedback you may have.
Thank you again, and keep an eye out for our new products that will be released over the upcoming months!
Until then, enjoy your mould and hope to see ya on the shooting line soon.
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Warning: Use extreme caution while using this product. May cause serious burns or injuries.
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